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Abstract—With the advent of online social media, latency
became a primary factor and large Content Delivery Network
(CDN) providers optimize their networks for. While many in-
gredients (e.g. propagation delay, transmission delay, processing
delay) of the end-to-end latency can be adequately characterized,
capturing queuing delay seems to be a difficult task due to
the complex and often unpredictable nature of Internet paths
and the imperfect tools used for measurements. Dealing with
the queuing delay is so challenging that most papers concerning
end-to-end latency completely ignore it for “simplicity”. In this
paper we take this view to the extreme and try to interpret
the cause of various delays between the same endpoints as
measurement artifacts, such as continuous changes in end-to-end
paths and the imperfection of measurement tools. We arrive to
the conclusion that there is a significant amount of points in end-
to-end delay measurements, which cannot be explained by these
artifacts even if we do our best for doing so. The only plausible
explanation for these points is the presence of significant queuing
delay comparable with the delay caused by all the other factors
(propagation, transmission and processing).
I. INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of massive media consumption
through the Internet two opposing phenomena are seen: the
ever-increasing load on the networks leads to congestion at
some bottlenecks during peak hours while the requirement of
instant access to content has become standard. The queuing
delay at network elements is at the same time the result of the
former and the obstacle to the latter. The motivation of our
work stems from the fact that although the academic literature
tackling the performance of the Internet is vast, one cannot
find any results that would yield a rough estimate of expected
end-to-end delays in commercial networks. We argue that this
is the consequence of the known issues of measuring delays
in the context of the Internet.
First of all, the available measurement tools are imperfect.
A thorough survey in [1] presents all the improvements
and add-ons that had been done to standard measurement
tools, such as ping and traceroute, before 2007. The survey
summarizes all the problems that might hinder correct path
detection in the Internet on every level: missing nodes and
links [2] [3], false links due to load balancing [4] [5] [6], IP
aliasing [7] [8] [9], IP dynamism [10], multi-homing [11],
MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) tunneling [12] just
to name a few. In order to overcome these issues, numerous
measurement tools have been proposed to improve and/or to
complement existing methods.
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Secondly, if the measurement tools experience different
chains of links when traversing the Internet between the same
source-destination pairs multiple times, the topology results
can be confusing and the measured delays might vary. In order
to grasp the high level dynamism of the network, and of course
to unfold the non-trivial results of the measurements performed
for longer periods, the research community has also focused
on the features of path variation. The authors of [13] state
that Internet paths are heavily dominated by a single prevalent
route, but the time periods over which routes persist show wide
variation, ranging from seconds up to days. Slightly easing the
complexity, in [14] the authors argue that delay variations are
mostly observed within the routes, and only 15-20% of the
source-destination pairs show a significant difference between
the delays of different routes. In [15] the authors map delay
figures to specific segments of both the forward and reverse
paths which in turn can be asymmetric.
Due to these issues, our understanding of queuing delay
in general, based on the art-of-the-state, is that measuring it
and then building a model of it is difficult, if not impossible.
Most works try to neglect it, since for their goals it is just an
unnecessary noise, other works try to grasp the nature of it but
only in a well-confined, measurable setting. Due to the fact that
most of these works base their conclusions on measurements
carried out either fully in an academic network, e.g., among
vantage points placed in PlanetLab, or on single links, we
argue that the effects of queuing is much higher than what it
seems in those results.
In this paper we show that the queuing delay in today’s
networks is unfortunately not negligible and we present a
novel approach that provides a qualitative estimate of it. Our
method first assumes no queuing delay and tries to attribute the
observed delay variations to other causes, but in the end fails to
do so, leading to confute the initial hypothesis. To achieve this
goal, we take standard measurement tools, a bulk of network
measurement results and an adversary analytic approach. Our
contribution can be summarized in the next points:
• collecting dense periodic ping and traceroute measure-
ments to a set of hosts worldwide over weeks;
• geolocalizing the hosts recorded in the traceroute mea-
surements with Spotter [16];
• merging paths that are equivalent in terms of propagation
delay;
• assigning most of the recorded ping RTT to one of the
merged paths in an adversary manner;
• distilling the fraction of ping measurements that cannot
be reasoned by path variation.
The paper is constructed as follows: in Sec. II we give an
outlook on the related work considering queuing delay; in
Sec. III we describe our simplistic model and the methods
2we apply; we lay out our results in Sec. IV; and finally we
discuss possible concerns about our conservative estimation
method and sketch the direction of our future work in Sec. V.
II. RELATED WORK
One can find a myriad of scientific papers tackling network
delay modeling in more details. At the lowest level, the
measuring tools themselves incur some delay on their path
[17]. Going forward, authors of [18] say that the network
processing delay can reach the magnitude of long-distance
propagation delay and thus becomes a significant contributor
to the overall packet delay. In [19] the authors found that end-
to-end delays on a given path mostly follow Gamma-like shape
with heavy-tail. Others showed that end-to-end network delay
measurements can be modeled using a finite combination of
Weibull distributions [20]. In order to estimate geographic dis-
tances between network routers and measurement nodes more
precisely, in [21] a detailed path-latency model is proposed.
Building on it, the same authors implemented an IP geolocal-
ization service estimating the position of Internet devices with
remarkable precision [16] [22]. In [23] the authors propose not
less than diagnosing network component failures based on
the difference of the measured and the expected delay.
While in the aforementioned geolocalization models the
queuing delays are deliberately ruled out, some works are
dedicated to model delays specifically due to high network
load, called as queuing delay. By sending UDP probe packets
at regular time intervals, and changing the regularity to differ-
ent time scales, the author of [24] showed rapid fluctuations
of queuing delays. In [25], the authors present an analytical
approach for estimating the queuing delay distribution on
an Internet link carrying realistic TCP traffic. In [26] such
findings are presented that low rank tiers have undersized
links, hence queuing, although altogether is not typical to
inter-AS links, can occur there. [27] reveals that the average
queuing delay on different network segments spans more than
two orders of magnitude and follows closely a log-normal
distribution. They found that the average queuing delay is
roughly 1 ms. The authors of [28] show that the 99th percentile
variable delay remains under 1 ms over several hops and under
link utilization of below 90% on a bottleneck.
Bufferbloat is a recently introduced phenomenon that
causes queueing delay. It occurs when packets suffer unnec-
essary delays because of unmanaged and oversized buffers
which hinder TCP from functioning properly. Authors of [29]
revived the term bufferbloat and described the phenomenon
and its causes in details. Based on their work, [30] tried to
capture this delay type and measure its significance by pas-
sively monitoring BitTorrent traffic. [31] analyzed bufferbloat
in a testbed with typical network device buffer architecture.
Although research results typically suggest that the extent of
bufferbloat is not so significant, the question is still open and
it remains an actively researched area (e.g. in [32]). Note that
bufferbloat is only one type of queueing delay, but in this paper
we refer to all types of delays that add up to the time minimally
required to traverse through a given route as queueing delay.
III. INTERNET QUEUING DELAY ANALYSIS
Our qualitative queuing delay analysis will take the follow-
ing steps: (i) we define a delay model and clarify what we
mean by queuing delay, (ii) as opposed to standard techniques
of eliminating measurement artifacts, we take an adversary
approach and try to attribute the measurement results that
cannot be explained solely with propagation, transmission and
processing delay completely to measurement artifacts and (iii)
show with extensive measurements that this is impossible.
This means that a significant portion of our end-to-end delay
measurements can be explained only by assuming serious
queuing delays on the Internet paths, at least comparable with
the end-to-end delay.
A. Delay model
Based on previous works (e.g [21]) delay suffered by a
packet traversing to a destination can be described as:
D = Dtran +Dprop +Dproc +Dque +Dicmp (1)
where D is the time required for a packet to reach its destina-
tion, i.e., one-way delay. Transmission delay Dtran represents
the delay caused by pushing all bits of a given packet into
the transport medium with given capacity. Assuming a link
with at least 1 Gbps data-rate (R) and overestimating ping
message’s size with 100 byte (S) the calculated Dtran would
be S/R = 10−6 s. The propagation time, i.e., the time
spent to send the signal representing the packet through the
used transport medium, is given in Dprop. The value of this
component depends from the distance traversed by the signal
and at longer links it can be significant, i.e., hundreds of
ms. Because IP routing require some search in routing tables
and packet modifications, there is a so-called processing delay
denoted by Dproc. Relying on [33] ICMP packet processing
time is in the order of µs and the difference between best and
worst cases is only 5 µs. Dque stands for the queuing delay.
To handle delay caused by the destination node by processing
and generating answer for an ICMP request, we also have
a Dicmp member. Based on [21] the value of Dicmp falls
typically between 300− 600 µs.
Many papers in the literature assumes Dque = 0 for
simplicity. From now on we follow the spirit of these papers
and try to attribute the variance in our latency measurements
to the variance in the other factors (Dtran,Dprop, Dproc and
Dicmp) plus measurement artifacts, e.g., multiple fake routes
recovered by traceroute.
B. Measurement data
Ping and traceroute are well-known tools designed
for measuring delays and discovering topology on the Internet.
While they are widely used in scientific measurements, they
have their shortcomings.
Ping measures round-trip time between two nodes over the
Internet, but the forward and reverse routes between the two
nodes could significantly differ from each other, e.g., due to the
hot potato effect [26]. Moreover, there is an additional delay
at the destination side: the time required to process the ping
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like OWAMP [34] (One-Way Active Measurement Protocol)
to measure one-way delay and by-pass the inaccuracies caused
by the return path, these require time synchronization between
endpoints, which assumes access to both of them. However,
when measuring the packet delay to a random node over the
Internet, access to that node is typically not be possible.
Traceroute is the trivial tool for discovering IP level
routes between endpoints. Although ping has an option to
record the return path of packets using its “record route”
option, it is barely supported and its output usually differs
from that of traceroute. In addition, it can not store more
then nine IP addresses. traceroute was designed to record
IP hops on a forward path to a destination node. Nevertheless,
its weakness against load balancers ([35]) makes its results
unreliable. To avoid traceroute’s anomalies [4] devel-
oped paris-traceroute with the capability of mitigating
the effects of load balancing nodes on route discovery. As
described in [35], paris-traceroute also has its own
limitations, e.g., identifying a simple router as a load balancer
and overestimate the number of load balanced paths.
From our host deployed at the campus of BME (Budapest
University of Technology and Economics) we schedule ping
measurements towards various destinations at every 8 seconds.
The RTT results of these measurements give us the value of
D for a given packet. In parallel we continuously monitor
all the possible paths our ping packets can take by running
paris-traceroute to reach state-of-the-art accuracy. In
addition we geotag the hops in these routes with the most accu-
rate latitude and longitude values we can get from the Spotter
IP geolocation tool [16]. At the end in one measurement we get
the values of D for all packets and the corresponding possible
paths with geographical tags the packets could have taken.
C. Inference method
Extracting queuing delay for a given packet directly from
ping and paris-traceroute measurements is impossi-
ble as they cannot tell which packet traversed which path.
Our idea is to simply by-pass this problem and work out an
inference method (see Fig. 1) which can provide a conservative
lower bound on the queuing delay the packets suffer with-
out knowing over which path they are actually transmitted.
We do the following: (i) we take the paths returned by
paris-traceroute and group them into geographically
equivalent classes with the geotags provided by Spotter, di-
reclty defining Dprop, (ii) define a delay interval for these
path classes representing the variation of RTT on these paths
according to Dtran+Dproc+Dicmp and (iii) try to maximally
cover the results of the RTT values obtained from our ping
measurements with these intervals. The uncovered measure-
ment points indicate RTT values which cannot be explained
by assuming Dque = 0. The analysis of these uncovered points
then give us conservative lower bounds on the end-to-end
queuing delay. We describe these steps in details:
Geographically equivalent classes – Since in our delay
model of Sec. III-A Dtran and Dicmp are quasi-constant,
Dproc depends only on the number of hops and Dque = 0,
Fig. 1. The measurement process used get a conservative estimation on the
queuing delay.
the only highly variable parameter is Dprop, which in turn
depends solely on the geographical path the packet takes. In
order to model the measurement set in a tractable manner,
we cluster the paths recovered by paris-traceroute into
geographically equivalent classes: we group measured paths of
which the geographical footprint can be considered the same.
Building on the nodes found by paris-traceroute and
positioned by Spotter, we must take the precision of Spotter
into account. This is said to be 50 km, so we group paths that
differ less than 50 km in their node positions: we consider two
measured paths as geographically equivalent, hence belonging
to the same class, if their city-wise geographical footprints are
identical. Within an equivalence class the variation of Dprop
among the paths grouped together is less than 2 ms for the
following reasons. Light travels 50 km in fiber within 0.3-0.4
ms and the hop count difference of the paths in the same class
is usually below 4-6 hops (Table I supports this argument by
showing that only an extremely small (< 0.5%) fraction of
our classes contain paths with hopcount difference larger than
4 hops).
TABLE I
HOP COUNT DIFFERENCE DISTRIBUTION
max hop diff. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
no. of samples 1374 78 29 6 0 4 1 2 0 1
The classes are built from paris-traceroute results
by first merging nodes using the 50 km threshold, i.e., nodes
closer than 50 km to their previous neighbor are removed from
comparisons. Next, a route is merged into a class in which all
routes travel through exactly the same city-level areas; if there
is no such class a new one is created. In the end Dprop for
paths within a class is nearly the same.
Delay intervals for geographically equivalent classes –
Here we give an estimate on the range of RTTs the paths
belonging to an equivalence class might carry. In other words,
we provide the confidence interval within which the delay
measurements of different paths of the same class must fall
due to their similarity in length. First we indentify the delay
components which can vary, assuming 0 queuing delay all
along. Dicmp only occurs at the destination and as shown
in Sec. III-A its fluctuation is negligible: D¯icmp = 0 (we
denote the variance of a delay component by D¯). Although
Dproc is only in the µs order of magnitude, it occurs at every
4Fig. 2. RTT measurements covered with delay intervals associated to routes. x-axis represents measurement time, y-axis RTT values in ms
node and easily could scale up on a longer path. However,
assuming a route with 60 hops (highest possible length in
our measurements) and previously mentioned 5 µs worst case
variance for it then D¯proc = 300 µs still negligible. As
shown previously for a slower 1 Gbps link Dtran is 0.001
ms. Assuming two routes in the same class: one with 60 hops
(highest possible length) and with 1 Gbps links, the other with
supposedly 0 transmission time on all its links, the difference
in Dtran is 60 ∗ 0.001 = 0.06 ms, hence still negligible
(D¯tran = 0).
The last delay component is Dprop, and we introduced
the geographically equivalent classes exactly for modeling the
variance of this term. Since we merge nodes on the granularity
of cities (with 50 km threshold on the distance), we possibly
bring in a 0.3 ms large variance to Dprop with every merge as
discussed above. Thus the variance of path delays in a given
class is:
hD¯tran + hD¯proc + D¯icmp +mD¯prop ≈ mD¯prop, (2)
where h denotes the hop count of the longest path in the
class and m denotes the maximal merging steps performed
to merge geographically equivalent nodes in a measured path,
finally D¯prop = 0.3 ms is assumed. E.g. if an equivalence
class contains a path A → B → C → E where B is in the
same city as C, then h = 4, m = 1.
Interval covering of the ping measurement data – Now
we can fit these confidence intervals to the ping measurement
data to cover the maximal number of points, thus explaining
most results we can with variation in Dtran+Dproc+Dicmp+
Dprop plus measurement artifacts.
It is known from [36] that optimal covering of a dataset
with intervals is NP-hard. To solve this problem on our ping
dataset we use greedy heuristics. We sort the interval widths in
a decreasing order. We take the first interval, and go through
our dataset with the interval as a sliding window and take the
maximum number of points the interval can cover. We remove
the covered points from the dataset and continue with the next
interval. As an example consider a vector of RTT values x =
{80, 50, 65, 52, 120, 66, 44, 85} and that we have two classes,
hence two intervals, of length 10 and 20 ms. Starting with
the 20 ms interval we find that it can cover at most 4 points
(50,65,52,66). Deleting these from x and proceeding with the
10ms interval, we can cover at most 2 points (80,85). At the
end we have two uncovered points (44,120).













Fig. 3. ECDF of the ratio of uncovered RTT values to its parent interval.
IV. RESULTS
In order to perform our adversary approach described
in Sec. III we created a testbed and carried out ping,
paris-traceroute and Spotter measurements to random
IP addresses. On the measurement data we used the presented
node merging, path grouping and RTT delay interval covering
algorithms. We observed a large number of measurements
where the variation of RTT values was so significant that
it cannot be explain with measurement artifacts, as the full
covering failed. We demonstrate our method in an example.
The result of our covering algorithm on measurement data
to a specific destination is shown in Fig. 2: points represent
RTT values from ping measurements, their variance is very
large spanning from 350 ms to over 1 s. We performed 37
RTT measurements, equally distributed in time, between two
paris-traceroute measurements. We assume that route
change between paris-traceroute measurements is rare.
Our merging and path grouping algorithm found that most
of the RTT measurements are concentrated near three “trails”.
Three different routes and an intermediate load balancer
which periodically changes route priorities may cause this.
The figure also shows that the whole span of data points
cannot be explained by a high number of different routes and
the rapid switching between them. Since determining which
ping result belongs to which route is beyond our capability,
we associate every uncovered RTT value to the closest, not
larger covering interval, called as a parent interval. With this
approach our aim is to minimize the demonstrable queuing
delay. Note that the ratio of uncovered RTT values to all RTT
measurements is 51%.
Before summarizing the results, we split days into 6-hour
long periods in order to mitigate the effects of daily traffic
patterns, and approach stationarity. To determine the extent
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RTT values to the smallest RTT value in their parent intervals.
This ratio, denoted by R, is always larger than 1 due to our
parent interval association method. If an RTT data point has
an R = 1.4 then there is a supposed queuing delay of 40% of
the minimal RTT on a given path, and this is after trying to
assign all RTT points to a path in an adversary, against queuing
delay, manner. In Fig. 3 we show the empirical distribution of
R in 6-hour time windows separately. We marked R = 1.2
with a vertical line.
Against our expectations, the most uncovered RTT values
(40%) with R ≥ 1.2 found during the night period (GMT
timezone). Nevertheless, uncovered RTT points in other time
windows also suffer from high queuing delay: at least 20% of
the packets have R > 1.2.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we showed qualitatively that queuing delay
over the Internet can be indeed significant. As opposed to
previous works in delay analysis our methodology was sort
of indirect: we tried our best to explain the observed delay
measurement values by assuming zero queuing delay and
failed doing so.
The proposed method gives a conservative qualitative es-
timate on queuing delay experienced on random paths over
the Internet. One might argue that the validity of our results is
somehow limited due to the fact that we used only one vantage
point. Indeed, our future work aims at leveraging the vast
amount of measurement data of CAIDA (Center for Applied
Internet Data Analysis). Another weakness of our work is the
simplistic methods that we applied when merging IP nodes
geographically close to each other, when grouping paths based
on the similarity of their (merged) nodes, finally when greedily
covering the RTT measurement points with our adversary goal
in mind against queuing delay. Also as a future track, we
will develop more sophisticated methods to clean the gathered
measurement data and model the propagation delay in a more
appropriate way.
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